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The Economist “The business of survival”

During the last couple of years the biggest 
generation in the world's workforce are the 
millennials. This group is working from 
anywhere, with multiple devices always on the 
go. We never zoomed out and addressed this.

None the less today, COVID-19 made us 
understand how disconnected and unsecure our 
businesses are and that this new way of 
working, which by the way is proven to be more 
productive, is not supported.



Enabling remote 
work

With COVID-19 impacting people around the 
world, organizations everywhere are pivoting to 
remote work and putting the safety of their employees, 
customers, and communities first. 

Microsoft is committed as a company to making public 
health our first priority and doing what we can to 
address the economic and societal impact of COVID-19. 

We also recognize the vital role that our technology 
plays in supporting people and organizations each day, 
today and in the long term. As such, we’ve put together 
initial guidance to help you enable remote work, so 
your employees have access to the tools, resources, 
and expertise they need in this challenging time.

Your Microsoft account team is here to support you 
with any help you may need.



How Microsoft can help you enable remote work

Enable people and teams be productive from anywhere

Enable people to meet 

and collaborate from home

Inform and engage 
employees & customers 

Make productivity applications 

available on any device

Work confidently with 

Surface & partner devices

Manage and secure access to apps, data, and devices

Secure remote access 

to applications

Secure managed 

& unmanaged devices

Deliver the best virtual 

desktop experience



Enable people to meet & collaborate from home



Microsoft Teams
is the hub for teamwork 
in Microsoft 365

Chat & collaboration

Meetings & calling 

Apps & workflow



Participate in interactive online meetings with video and chat

Have a conversation with a 

colleague or customer

Hold a team update or 

brainstorming session

Deliver a training 

workshop

* Feature coming soon

Meet with up to 250 internal & external participants

Chat and share screens, files, and webcams

Collaborate in real-time on documents & whiteboards

Blur or customize your background, & suppress noise*

Play back meeting recordings and search transcripts

Join your meeting from PC, Mac, web, or mobile devices

Define presenter and attendee roles

Dial in with Audio Conferencing when needed

Follow along with Live Captions

Enterprise grade security, compliance & management

Connect & communicate 

with people inside and 

outside your organization

Microsoft Teams 

Meetings



Worldwide calling inside and outside your organization

Call anyone with a single click

Easily add chat, video, and screen sharing to your call

Make and receive calls from PC, Mac, Linux, web, mobile and 

Teams phones

Chat and call with Skype consumer users *

Simultaneous ring means never missing calls as you answer 

with the most convenient Teams device

Make and receive calls 

worldwide

Microsoft Teams 

Calling

Assign a phone number to users so they can make and receive calls 

across the world

Cloud Voicemail captures your missed calls as a recording in your 

inbox that includes transcription

Easily forward your calls to other numbers or your voicemail

Call delegation so your teams can answer or screen calls

Auto Attendant and Call Queues handle incoming traffic never miss a 

customer call

Easily call your colleagues 

regardless of where you work

Call any phone 

number worldwide…

Calls are natively part of 

Teams collaboration



Collaborate with people inside and outside your organization

Do 1:1 and 

group chats

Co-author files and keep 

track of the conversation

Organize team 

projects by channel 

Chat with co-workers 1:1 or with large groups

Include GIFs and pictures to build friendly rapport

Translate conversations across languages 

Create, read & edit Office documents with your team

Create teams to organize your workstreams or projects

Stay organized by using channels to segment work 

Encourage transparency with channel conversations

Private channels for sensitive content or conversations 

Chat and collaborate with 

people in and outside 

your organization

Microsoft Teams Chat 

& Collaboration



Automate workflows with low-code tools in Microsoft Teams

When working remotely, 

paper processes are hard 

Having visibility to activities 

across teams can be challenging

When working remotely, it’s 

important to have aligned goals

No printer, no problem. Easily 

streamline processes like 

inventory management with 

Power Apps in Microsoft Teams

Now anyone can digitize 

processes like approvals with 

Power Automate in 

Microsoft Teams

Consolidate data, embed 

dashboards with insights and 

drive data driven culture with 

Microsoft Teams



Make productivity 

applications available 

on any device



Keep your remote workers productive with Office

Help your team 

stay productive

Pick up where 

they left off

And keep 

collaborating

From anywhere, 

at any time 



PowerPoint Designer, 

Tap in Word, and Excel 

Data Types through 

the desktop apps

Simple, four-step process to 

self-install on a home device

with the same level of protection and security 

User-based license allows for: 

• Installs on up to 5 PCs + 5 tablets 

+ 5 phones per user

• Access to your files from anywhere 

with 1TB cloud storage

• Real-time collaboration with 

colleagues in the apps

Exclusive access to advanced 

cloud-backed capabilities 

that help you stay focused 

on the important stuff

Stay productive working from home



Collaborate in real-time in the desktop apps, web, or mobile

Work together in real-time, from anywhere

Document sharing, co-authoring 

across apps and platforms

Stay focused on what matters

Seamless task management, 

catching up when ready

Do more through integrated experiences

Familiar intranet in SharePoint, 

data analysis in Power BI

Work together with trust 

and confidence

Version history, rights management, 

trusted cloud locations



Recent documents 

and “shared 

with you” 

Microsoft Search within your documents

Find recent documents and pick up where you left off
Cloud storage and Microsoft Search

Pick up where you left off by seeing 

the most recent cloud-based documents 

you worked on before

Find files that been shared with you, 

searching by person from within Word, 

Excel, PowerPoint, or Outlook

Assign tasks with @mentions from 

within the document and coordinate 

with advanced comments

Quickly come up to speed with 

what’s changed with simple flags, 

roll-back through a complete version 

history, or even restrict edits on 

specific parts of the document



Stay connected to the best of Office 365, wherever you are

Connect, organize and get things done with Outlook 

mobile - One app for your email, calendar, and documents

Outlook Mobile

› Manage your time across work and 

personal accounts

› Keep on top of what matters with a 

Focused Inbox and insights at a glance

› Be prepared with knowing what’s up 

next and needs your attention

› Protect privacy and stay in control of 

sensitive information

Download Outlook for iOS or Android

Watch tutorial videos for tips on scheduling, calendar sharing, 

search, file sharing, and more

Access Word, Excel, and PowerPoint from the mobile Office 

app and accomplish common tasks using the Actions pane

new Office mobile app

› Word, Excel, and PowerPoint in a single app

› New, uniquely mobile capabilities make 

creating, editing, and collaborating even easier

› Intelligent features simplify common tasks

› A simpler, more powerful Office 

experience on the go

Download the new Office mobile app

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/outlook/mobile/resources
https://w2.outlook.com/l/mobile?wt.mc_id=Win_SOCContentMobile
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/outlook-for-ios-and-android-fb307c71-2df4-4eef-b4ec-1caee01b76f0
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Office-Apps-Blog/Introducing-Office-Your-new-go-to-mobile-app-for-getting-work/ba-p/977172
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/office-apps-blog/introducing-office-your-new-go-to-mobile-app-for-getting-work/ba-p/977172


Streamline Business Processes 



Microsoft Bookings

Enable customers to book 

appointments anytime with 

Microsoft Bookings

Simplify how customers 

schedule and manage 

appointments. Customers can 

visit your booking page anytime 

to book a service, get a 

confirmation email and calendar 

invitation, and reschedule or 

cancel an appointment. For 

customers who prefer to book 

by phone, simply enter their 

appointment details and 

Bookings sends them 

confirmations and reminders.



Microsoft Planner

Organize team 

projects with 

Microsoft 

Planner

Create project 

plans, organize 

and assign 

tasks, share files, 

chat about what 

you’re working 

on, and get 

updates on 

progress.



Mile IQ

Automatically track mileage with MileIQ

Log miles and create a complete record of your tax-

deductible and reimbursable mileage. Use advanced 

features like bulk classification to create a tailor-made 

mileage experience so frequent travel miles can be 

automatically classified



Microsoft Shifts
Shifts in Microsoft Teams is a schedule management tool that 

helps you create, update, and manage schedules for your team:

• Schedules - Create a schedule from scratch or import an existing 

one from Excel. A Shifts schedule displays days at the top while 

team members appear on the left. And if you're an owner of 

multiple teams, toggle between different Shifts schedules to 

manage them.

• Day Notes - Add notes to share important news and reminders for 

a specific day.

• Groups - Name a group like a job function or location to keep 

your groups organized. Then, add people to a group.

• Shifts - Choose a slot to assign a shift. Create it from scratch, or 

copy from an existing one — and don't forget to add activities like 

training or a specific task. Add open shifts to your schedule that 

anyone can request. If you need to review shift coverage, view 

your schedule by people or shift type.

• Requests - Review requests for time-off, shift swaps, or offers.

• Time Clock - Turn on Time Clock to let your team clock in and out 

of a shift with a mobile device. Enable location detection to ensure 

team members clock in from a designated work site.

• Share - As you edit a schedule, it'll save automatically but your 

team only sees the updates when you've shared it out.

• Export or Copy - Look at your schedule in a spreadsheet by 

exporting it to excel. If you need to re-use a Shifts schedule, copy 

it to the date range you want



Enabling secure remote work with 

Microsoft 365 Business Premium



Today’s SMB IT environment is challenging 
You need to help employees stay connected and productive in a remote, distributed world while 

keeping your business safe from cyberthreats and data loss

Multitude of personal and 

mobile devices

Increased phishing and

ransomware due to COVID-19

Employees working 

from home



Cyberthreat Protection

Get time-of-click protection against suspicious links

The Safe Links feature scans suspicious links in real time to 

protect users from clicking seemingly safe links that 

redirect to unsafe sites. Even if a user clicks a potentially 

malicious link in an email, the Safe Links feature displays a 

warning or blocks users before they navigate to the 

website.

Defend against malicious email attachments with 

safe attachments

Similar to safe links, safe attachment opens every email 

attachment your company receives in a virtual 

environment and watches what happens next. If 

strange behaviors indicates that a cyberweapon is 

deployed, that file will never reach your inbox.



Business Data Protection

Protect your company data on personal mobile devices

Secure your business data on employees' personal devices 

through security policies such as requiring PIN access to view 

company data. You can also restrict the copying and saving of 

company information to personal apps or unauthorized locations 

and prevent users from forwarding company data to their 

personal email account

Control who has access to company information

Whether it's in an email or a document, protect sensitive 

business and customer information with restrictions that 

prevent people from forwarding, copying, or printing.



Device Management

Control how users access company data on mobile 

devices

Manage settings to provide an extra layer of security for 

company data accessed through mobile devices, like 

requiring a PIN to access Office apps or preventing users 

from copying content to personal apps.

Selectively wipe company data on personal devices

Secure your business data by selectively wiping company 

data on personal devices when an employee has left the 

business or a device has been lost or stolen.



Our Business Offerings



Microsoft 365 for business 
New name, same great value, same price.

Exchange Teams SharePoint OneDrive Outlook Word Excel PowerPoint Publisher Access

Exchange Teams SharePoint OneDrive

Exchange Teams SharePoint OneDrive Outlook Word Excel PowerPoint Publisher Access

Intune Azure Information 
Protection

Conditional 
Access

Defender Windows 
Virtual Desktop

Microsoft 365 Business Basic
Cloud services

Microsoft 365 Business Standard
Cloud services and desktop apps

Microsoft 365 Business Premium
Cloud services, desktop apps, and advanced security



We’re in this together


